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Reply
To Editor
How are you? thank for the suggestion for improvement of this editorial. All suggestions are useful. The revisions are yellow highlighted and track change.
The summary of revisions are
1. Having paid English editing service as suggested (track change).
2. I follow the previous example of editorial and there was an abstract.
3. Clarification of the exact value of the case report is added into the text. The mentioned suggestions are already included into the text.
Thank again for all communications

To reviewer 1 (Prof Dib)
How are you? thank for the suggestion for improvement of the work. All suggestions are useful. The revisions are yellow highlighted and track change.
The summary of revisions are
1. I already added a discussion on the rapid e-publication policy of JMCR that can be useful in the situation of emerging infectious disease.
2. Available previous publication in JMCR is quoted.
3. Having paid English editing service as suggested (track change).
Thank again for all communications

To reviewer 2 (Prof Wong)
How are you? thank for the suggestion for improvement of of the work. All suggestions are useful. The revisions are yellow highlighted and track change.
The summary of revisions are
1. Having paid English editing service as suggested (track change).
2. There is an abstract in the previous editorial hence I follow it
3. Clarification of the exact value of the case report is noted and I already mentioned for the suggested points into the revised text.
Thank again for all communications

yours

professor viroj wiwanitkit, m.d.